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Humanscape MVP introduction
Our greetings to all of Humanscape supporters.
It is our great pleasure to update all of you with 2nd quarter report since the last report.
In this report, we will be introducing our long-waited for Humanscape’s MVP,
Klaytn onboarding, circulating supply modification and exchange listing.

1. Rare, incurable diseases patient community, MOAAH

1-1. Service introduction
MOAAH is a blockchain-based, data-oriented patient community especially for the ones
with rare, incurable diseases that accompanies patients throughout the whole patient
journey. Patients can refer to other patients’ data with similar symptoms which are
voluntarily shared by them. Pharmaceutical companies can also utilize all this data under
the patients’ consent and greatly shorten their new drug development and clinical
research period, ultimately increasing chance of cure of rare, incurable diseases.
MOAAH’s beta version consists of three main features,
<community, information and genetic test>.
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< Community >
For rare, incurable disease patients, there is only limited
amount of information available in order to fully grasp
their diseases and prepare the future.
In MOAAH’s community section, patients can share their
know-hows on how to deal with their symptoms and also
the wave of emotions they have to go through on daily
basis.
Posts and information will be shown by priority of their
interest which are set according to their preferences.

< Information >
Essential, useful and diverse information for patients, such as
general disease information, current state of new drug development,
government aid and insurance, tips for daily lives is listed and
updated accordingly on information section.
When it comes to medical information, it is not so easy for patients
to look for, especially because it requires background knowledge or
often is written in foreign language. In MOAAH, relevant information
is well researched and curated by Humanscape team and patients
can receive push alarm so they do not miss out on latest updates.

< Genetic test >
When it comes to rare, incurable diseases, 80% are
congenital genetic disorders caused by genetic mutation.
Therefore, it is crucial to have genetic test for precise
diagnosis.
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In MOAAH’s genetic test section, patients can easily apply for genetic test and often be
subsidized by the project as well. Once they find their mutation, users will be provided
with relevant medical information and clinical research news. Knowing the exact
diagnosis and heritability will help to free patients from haze of anxiety.

1-2. Plans after the launch
There will be a CBT(Closed Beta service) with regular members of KRPS(Korean Retinitis
Pigmentosa Society) only. Until today, Humanscape and KRPS have closely cooperated
and formed strong consensus on importance of collecting PGHD(Patient-Generated
Health Data) and genetic data and well validating it.
Therefore, we’ve decided it is the best to focus on building concentrated
patient/caregiver community other than expanding it size-wise at this moment. During
our CBT period, only patients and their caregivers can register as members and those of
you who wish to experience MOAAH, please refer to the demo video we’ve attached
below.

Experience MOAAH
1) A
 pp download (Android version only)
2) D
 emo video link

While running online CBT, there will be a great opportunity for us to introduce MOAAH to
RP patients in person - ‘Vision walk 2019’. ‘Vision walk’ is a big summer camp held yearly
where hundreds of KRPS members all gather and hold seminars regarding treatment
with medical professionals and interact among members for two days. Gratefully,
Humanscape is assigned with a session to explain our product, MOAAH, help them
experience it and collect their feedback, which is the most essential part when it comes
to MVP beta test. Full version of MOAAH will be launched accordingly after adding and
updating features based on the patients’ user feedback.
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2. Klaytn mainnet onboarding
We’ve been asked a lot lately concerning our Klaytn mainnet onboarding, whether it will be
done on the mainnet’s launching date, June 27th.
As scheduled on our roadmap, the MVP has been launched at the end of June. However,
there are still various issues left to be discussed for successful onboarding in addition to
technical issues, such as token swap and exchange support, not to cause any inconvenience
for HUM holders. We are and will do our best to finish our onboarding process within 3
months since the mainnet launch, which is before end of September.

3. Token circulating supply modification
There will be a modification on our HUM token supply due to the MVP development.
4,000,000,000 HUM token, 3.6% of total supply, will be moved from Community Development
wallet and total circulating supply will increase from 36,900,481,004 to 40,900,481,004.
These tokens will be used for mainnet testing and stored as reserve pool for token
compensation model within the service. This change on circulating supply will not affect
HUM liquidity on exchanges. Hope this helps our HUM supporters to avoid any confusion
who refer to Coinmarketcap page to check circulating supply.

4. Exchange listing
HUM token is currently listed on CPDAX, DigiFinex and GOPAX. As you might know already,
Humanscape team never share any new exchange listing schedule in advance internally nor
externally, and will never do so in the future as well.
We’ve seen so many cases where various projects would use exchange listing news as a
‘pumping material’, let a few certain stakeholders earn profit, draw overvalued attention but
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eventually the bubble bursts and individual investors would take a big financial hit. This is not
something we are going to repeat.
Humanscape always takes various aspects into consideration when proceeding exchange
listings, and as we have done so far, whenever new listing is confirmed, Humanscape will be
the very first place we will be sharing the news.

5. Closing
Starting from Klaytn mainnet launch, many projects have released wonderful services based
on blockchain technology. As these projects gradually mature and the value they provide to
users increases, the crypto market will also ripen into the market where investors can make
investment decision based on each project’s fundamentals.
Us Humanscape also will do our very best to deliver a valuable service to rare, incurable
diseases patients.
Always thank you for your continuous support and trust in our project.

Team Humanscape
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